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Fires
Explosion/No Fire
EMS
Traffic Collisions
Technical Rescue
HazMat
Service Calls
Lift Assists
Good Intent
Cancelled Calls
Alarm Activations
Miscellaneous
Citizen Complaint
Total Calls

EMS Calls Only – GOALS REACHED
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
0:53
93.1% 96.9%
Turnout
1:17
100%
76.3%
Travel
7:32
75.2%
28.0%
Total Response
8:51
87.2%
49.6%
FIRE Calls Only – GOALS REACHED
Measurable
90%
MFR
NFPA
Call Processing
1:39
84.4%
68.8%
Turnout
1:36
100%
78.8%
Travel
7:24
76.7%
16.7%
Total Response
10:17
87.1%
29.0%

Shortly after 4:00 a.m. this morning, Murrieta Fire & Rescue and the
Murrieta Police Department responded to reports of a fire at United
Towing. As always, outstanding work by all who responded!
– Joe Fanaselle

PREVENTION/COMMUNITY RISK
Construction - New and Tenant Improvement
Planning: Design Reviews
4
Plan Submittals
13
New Construction Inspections
22
Plan Submittal/Inspection Revenue
$14,193
Routine and State-Mandated
Inspections
10
Re-Inspections
11
Number of Violations
32
Routine Fire Inspection Revenue
$1,780
Code Enforcement
10
Public Education
Public Education Presented
3
Public Education Attendees
55
Fire Investigations
Investigations
2
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Town Hall - Melissa Melendez
CERT Alternative class
Councilman Lane’s B-day
Special Olympics – Ram Stadium
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Feb 8
Feb 8
Feb 14
Mar 22

“Oscar Wilde once said ‘be yourself, because everyone else is taken.”
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EMS Coordinator Jennifer Antonucci

Captain Sean DeGrave

Howard Schultz Teaches You How to Be a Leader In A Crisis
Forbes • by Vicky Valet • January 24, 2019

When Howard Schultz returned to the helm of Starbucks in
2008, the Seattle coffee company he had transformed into
one of the world’s most recognizable brands decades earlier
was in crisis. Years spent striving to compete with the likes of
Dunkin' Donuts and McDonald's, stocking breakfast
sandwiches and sacrificing atmosphere along the way, had
sent Starbucks’ stock plummeting 42% in 2007. Now, it was
up to Schultz to turn around the business once more. He
explains just how he did so in the video below.
His first move, aside from ditching the sandwiches stifling the
aroma of freshly ground coffee, was an open apology, to his
employees and their families. A few months later, during a
meeting with 12,000 Starbucks store managers and against
the advice of his colleagues, who thought that sharing the
truth about the state of the business would do more harm
than good, he offered transparency. Of that decision, he now
says, “How could I ask something of them if they didn’t have
the total picture, the total understanding of what the
situation was and how dire it was? I knew instinctively that I
needed to share with them 100% of the truth.”
More HERE

EMS Agenda 2050 is Released, Emphasizes PeopleCentered Care
JEMS • January 31, 2019 • by NHTSA Office of EMS

After more than two years of stakeholder and public input, the
Office of EMS at the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and its federal partners today released "EMS
Agenda 2050: A People-Centered Vision for the Future of
Emergency Medical Services." The document describes a vision
for evidence-based, data-driven EMS that is integrated with the
rest of the nation's healthcare system.
"The release of EMS Agenda 2050 marks a beginning, not an
end. It is now up to all of us to work together to make this vision
a reality," said Jon Krohmer, MD, director of the NHTSA Office
First
Responder
Information
of
EMS.
"NHTSA and
our federalHERE
partners appreciate the work
of the Technical Expert Panel, project team, and everyone who
contributed to this effort. They have provided an inspiring
framework on which to build."
EMS Agenda 2050's people-centered vision is grounded in six
guiding principles. The EMS system of the future should be:


Inherently safe and effective



Integrated and seamless

HERE

Fire Marshal Chris Jensen

Why Are We Pleased With Others' Misfortune?
Psychology Today • Aaron Ben-Zeév Ph.D • January 22, 2019

It is not enough to succeed; others must fail. (Gore Vidal)
Malice is like a game of poker or tennis; you don't play it
with anyone who is manifestly inferior to you. (Hilde
Spiel)
The
emotion
of
pleasure-in-others'-misfortune
(Schadenfreude in German) is generally regarded as
morally evil. It is often considered to be less acceptable
than envy, which is regarded as a deadly sin. It would
appear to be morally more perverse to be pleased with
another person's misfortune than to be displeased with
another person's good fortune. Indeed Arthur
Schopenhauer argues that to feel envy is human, but to
enjoy other people's misfortune is diabolical. For
Schopenhauer, pleasure-in-others'-misfortune is the
worst trait in human nature since it is closely related to
cruelty. I believe that once we understand better this
emotion, it becomes more natural and acceptable.
MORE

What Does NFPA's Drone Standard Mean for Your Fire
Department?
Fire Engineering • by Matt Sloane• January 28, 2019

It was mid-2014, and I was about six weeks into a new career as
a public safety unmanned aerial system (UAS) consultant. I took
a chance, got a booth at a firefighters’ conference, and had
some of my very first conversations about drones in the fire
service.
I didn’t know much, the firefighters I spoke to knew even less,
but we were pioneers, navigating a complex regulatory
environment together to start some of the earliest programs in
the fire service.
Admittedly, there were a few law enforcement agencies who
had gone before us, and we tried to learn as much as we could
from them; but there was absolutely nothing in the way of true
guidelines or a standard for anyone to follow.
Four years later, there have been scores of white papers, blog
posts, and informative articles in this publication and others, but
we still lacked a true standard. That is, until just recently.
MORE
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Los Angeles Magazine – By Zoie Matthew
March 5, 2018

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
T1:OOS - PM

Battalion Chief Steve Kean
Station 1: Nothing to report

T2R: In service – Station #1
E2: OOS – Body repair

Station 2: Nothing to report

E3: In service
E3R: OOS – Multiplex

Station 3: Transfer switch repair

E4: In service

Station 4: Nothing to report

E4R: In service
E5: OOS – Water pump
B2: In service

Station 5: Nothing to report

B3: In service
B5: In service

California Wildfire
Updates HERE

OES: In service
R5: In service
WT: In service
A&L: In service, pending training

Predictive Services Website HERE
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Fire Captain Joe Bourque and Julie Shannon (Dispatch) were honored on Monday as Fire and
PD’s selection for firefighter and law enforcement employee of the year!

,

cop

Our Murrieta
department heads,
just found out, that
our City Manager,
Kim Summers, is
particularly fond, of
commas.

The records indicate that Engineer Brann was
training FF/PM Urista…something about zirks.
Traffic Accident • January 28 • Baxter at
Whitewood: Just days after a tragic
fatality at the same intersection, Engine 4
responded to a center impact traffic
accident at the intersection of Baxter and
Whitewood. Upon arrival, Command was
established and triage revealed three
occupants; only one required medical
attention and transport (minor injury).

Chief Ferguson and other Riverside County Fire
Chiefs team with My Safe California to shoot
wildfire and mudslide preparedness videos in
Idyllwild, on the edge of the Cranston Fire scar.

Her motto, when in
doubt, add a comma,
or some other form of
grammar, that leads to
more…commas.
That, is all.
#I never met a comma
I did not like,
#a comma and a
question mark walk
into a bar…,

#Kim’s favorite song, Boy George’s Comma, Comma Camilia, #a comma
in the hand is worth two periods in the bush, #I hope I meet Captain
Americomma at Comma-con this year, #I walked my comma before
work this morning, #I treat others with respect because I believe in
Carmma, #www, I can’t believe I read all of these comma…nts, #yo,
TIP training draws a nice crowd.
E4 remained on scene to assist with
comma gain?, #Chief Ferguson, comma to my office, I’d like to discuss
cleanup.
your immediate future in this organization.
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Captain Sean DeGrave helped instruct a crew of Criminal Justice Cadets from
the San Joaquin Valley College in fire safety training. “SJVC is proud to be in
partnership with Murrieta Fire & Rescue as the next generation of Law
Enforcement Officers are trained in firefighting / rescue techniques,”
- Kent Chivington
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Sunday Morning Residential Structure Fire
At about 8:00 a.m. this morning, all Murrieta Fire &
Rescue units responded to reports of a residential
structure fire in the 33000 block of Nightingale Ave in the
Mapleton community. Engine 4 arrived at scene quickly
and reported a two-story single family dwelling with heavy
smoke coming from the garage. After confirming that all
occupants had safely exited the building, the crew secured
a water supply and initiated an interior fire attack as
additional engine companies arrived to assist. The interior
crew checked the second floor for extension as additional
firefighters used rotary saws to cut open the garage doors
and finished extinguishing the fire from the exterior.
Although the home was charged with heavy smoke, it was
determined that the fire did not extend into the residence
and was contained to the garage and its contents. Reports
from the scene indicated that a neighbor assisted several
residents from the second floor of the home using a
ladder prior to the arrival of firefighters, and that two of
those residents were transported by ambulance to a local
hospital to be evaluated for possible smoke inhalation. No
information regarding the cause of the fire was
immediately available, and Murrieta's Fire Marshal was at
the scene to conduct an investigation. Outstanding work
by all responding personnel and by the quick-acting
neighbor(s) who helped avoid a tragedy. – Joe Fanaselle
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Linked in • Paul Petrone • January 14, 2019

Why Collaboration Breaks Down
And How to Avoid It
Collaboration is one of the skills companies
need most, according to LinkedIn data. And it
sounds good – I think nearly all of us would
like to work better with others.
Great. That means there’s both universal need
and universal desire. Feels like problem solved,
right?
Well, not quite. Despite the hope of employers
to have more collaborative employees and the
aspiration of many of us to be collaborative,
collaboration remains a huge issue at many
organizations.
Why?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trust
Idea Attachment
Clarity and Alignment
Speed
Technology, Geography, and Culture

Article HERE
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